Influence of chain length of alcohols on Stokes' shift dynamics in catanionic vesicles.
In this paper, we explore the effects of the chain length of simple monohydroxy alcohol (C(n)OH, 2 ≤ n ≤ 8) and benzyl alcohol (C(6)H(5)CH(2)OH) upon the fluorescence dynamics of a dipolar solute probe, coumarin 153 (C153), in vesicles formed in aqueous solutions of two oppositely charged (cationic and anionic) surfactants in the presence of 0.05 mol kg(-1) alcohol. The catanionic vesicles are composed of 70 mol % sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 30 mol % cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). The presence of alcohols of different chain length improves the stability of the catanionic vesicles. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments suggest a gentle increase in the hydrodynamic diameter of the catanionic vesicle with alcohol chain length up to n=4 and then an abrupt increase for the rest of the alcohols considered. The polarity and dynamics of the catanionic vesicles, probed by the steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, indicate a signature of confined water. Quantities measured from fluorescence experiments of these vesicles also show a mild variation for alcohols of chain length n ≤ 4, followed by a sudden variation for alcohols with n > 4. Interestingly, pentanol and benzyl alcohol in catanionic vesicles showed roughly similar effects due to their equivalent chain length. All of these data are remarkably correlated with the recently observed depression of the solubility temperature of catanionics with alcohol chain length (Langmuir2009, 25, 12516-12521).